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The  Daily wishes
 everyone 
good luck on their 
finals  and 
hopes everyone 
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against Iowa State
 University in 
Ames, Iowa, last 
weekend,  the 
Spartan  men's 
basketball  team 
returned































































STAFF  WRITER 
A 23 -year -old 




 the eighth -floor 
women's  bathroom 
of Joe 
West Hall at 
6:43




Ramadanoff,  a 
womens
 studies major, 
collapsed  after 
having  a seizure 
because of 
medical 
reasons.  A resident 
of
 the dorm called 
the University 
Police Department,




police arrived at 
the scene, 
Ramadanoff had a pulse,
 but was unresponsive, 
Lowe said. 
The officers noticed














 for 30 min-
utes. She 
did not respond 
and was then pronounced
 





with cystic fibrosis and 
spent  the last 10 years in 
and out of the hospital 
leading up to a lung trans-
plant in April, said 
her friend Mike Corpos. 
Cystic fibrosis is an inherited disease that
 
produces a thick, sticky
 fluid generated in the 




In Ramadanoff's cause, 
doctors  caught the 
disease when she was 
young, and she was able 
to receive a lung transplant
 before the expected 
20 to 25 
average -age limit of the disease. 
She was taking antibiotics
 to fight the infec-
tions that were in her lungs as well as 
anti -
rejection medicine
 from her transplant, Corpos 
said. 
The 
exact cause of her death is unknown, but 
the University
 Police Department concluded 
that it was due to a medical condition. 
"I saw Lia 
brushing her teeth really late last 
night," said Sarah Ortiz who lives down the hall 
from Ramadanoff. "It was like at 5 a.m. or 5:15 
a.m., and that was the last time I saw her. But 
last night she was sitting on the floor with her 
friends and her eyes were so bloodshot that it 
seemed like she had been crying for days." 
Ramadanoff transferred to SJSU in the fall 
of 2000 and had
 resided on the eighth floor of 
Joe West Hall since her arrival. She made her 
mark by always leaving
 her door open and 
being a very enthusiastic person, Corpos said. 




"Usually we wake up early and play our 
music really loud," Ortiz said. "This morning no 
one played their music, I guess out of respect 
for her."  
Ramadanoff was from Mann County and 
had a close relationship with her parents. 
In April, her life looked like it was going to 
change for the better. 
"Lia wore a special pager from Stanford 
Medical Center that would notify her if they 
had a transplant for her," Corpos said. 
When
 she was paged in April, she told Cor-
pos and he then organized a way for her to get 
Ramadanoff 




 answers questions 
after his lecture on the
 
history of 
the  Mayan people. 
His
 lecture was presented








































Top right, Orshi Fejer holds 
up two photos of Lia Fejer gathered at Joe West Hall on Thursday to cele-
Ramadanoff. One shows the calm Ramadanoff and the brate the life of Lia 
Ramadanoff  and to say goodbye to 
other is the party side. Above, mike Corpos
 and Orshi their friend. 
Students hold memorial in 
residence  hall 
By ka die 
Reiss 
DAII  \II WRIIIR 
Lia Ramadanoff  would have cele-
brated her 24th birthday on Dec. 20, 
but she didn't live to see it. 
"Lia was the type of person that was 
never afraid of anything," said friend 
Orshi Fejer. "She lived life to the fullest, 
even 
when she knew the negitive possi-
bilities. I wish I had her outlook on life." 
"She would just stare it down and 
keep on going," said Mike Corpos, a 
hi/ //,///t 
professor
 of Ethnic 
Studies
 at Ever -
friend. 
Ramadanoff
 was found in the 




 phone in her hands, 
said Sarah Ortiz, a 
friend
 who lived 
down the 
hall
 from Ramadanoff. 
"She was trying to call 
for  help," she 
said. 
The residents of 
the eighth floor of 
Joe
 West Hall gathered Thursday night 
to remember 
her as a person and 
expressed  how she will be missed. 
"Despite her 
quirks,  Lia loved her 
friends for the people that they were 
deep down," Fejer said. "She was a bru-
tally honest person, but that is what we 
all needed at times." 
The living space that this floor 
shared with Lia will be different
 with-
out her presence, said Kunao Mehta. 
"She was a memorable person of the  
eighth floor saga," he said. "She had a 
spunkiness of life that we wish we had. 
It was a year where 
everyone on the 
















DARN SI \II WRIII R 
Professor Arturo Villarreal attend-
ed a conference about the 
Mayan  civ-
ilization in July that was so profound, 
he had a lecture at San Jose State 
University to talk about
 it. 
"This conference was 
so
 amazing 
that I didn't want 
to
 just sit on the 
information,"said Villarreal, a pro-
fessor in Ethnic Studies
 from Ever-
green Valley College. "It was the 
first conference in 50 years that was 
actually on the 
site." 




Honduras,  where Villar-
real attended the Congreso Interna-
cional de Copan and learned about
 
the Mayan Civilization in its actual 
surroundings. 
"That is the actual color of the 
water,
 I 
didn't touch it up 
or any-
thing," Villarreal said about a slide 
of a Mayan ruin in 
Milani.  Mexico 
with a background of the ocean. "It's 
a very beautiful sight." 
In a small
 conference room at the 
SJSU Chicano Library on Thursday,
 
Villarreal addressed
 students from 
his Evergreen class and SJSU stu-
dents about the Mayan 
past, its cul-
ture and what 
Americans  know 
about
 it. 
"I presented the past and now I 
will read about the future of the 
past," Villarreal said as he read 
excerpts  from Ricardo Mouat's 
speech from the
 conference in July. 
"Here in the U.S. we 
are  witnessing 
the Disneyfication




Road to El Dorado'
 and 'The Emper-
or's New Groove' where llamas and 
pinatas co-exist." 
Villarreal
 explained that here in 
the 
United States, 
children  learn 
about 
ancient  civilizations like the 
Greeks, Romans and 
Egyptians with 
no mention of 
the Mayans and the 
Aztec cultures. 
"The message is that we 
too have 
our 
own  Greeks. Romans and Egyp-
tians in the 
Aztecs,
 Incas and 
Mayans," 
Villarreal  said. "The Dis-
ney movies are 
most  people's only 
link to the 
Mayan  past." 
Jeff Paul. who heads 
the multi-
cultural 
center,  remembers Villar-
real when he used to work in the 
Chicano 
Library  in 1986. 
"I thought the presentation was 
awesome," Paul said. "I was his boss 
12 years ago when he was getting 




Villarreal  was an 
expert in the field of Mayan culture. 
"He has always done research on 
Mayan culture and has the 
creden-
tials to do it." Paul said. "I've been to 
all those places he 
showed us today 
and I can't read 
the  hieroglyphics 
like he can." 
George Mendoza,
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DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Concerned 
community mem-
bers congregated at the San Jose 
City Hall council chambers on 
Wednesday evening to discuss a 
hot topic: global warming. 
A panel of scientists, physi-




presentations on their respective 
knowledge of the subject. 
As defined by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, global 
warming is the progressive, 
gradual rise of the earth's sur-
face temperature
 as a result of 
the build
 up of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere. 
These gases trap heat, and 





that is a result of human activi-
ty is carbon dioxide, according to 
Alicia Lynch. 
Lynch is the global warming 
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 never been a time 
in all of histo-
ry when the 
world has been 
in such sin 
and sorrow as it is now. 
There's 
so
 much talk about
 the advance-




advanced medicine, modern 
technology,  new 
inventions, 
better  governments to 
make it a 
better world to live inso
 much talk of 
progress, 
when
 in reality things
 are regress-
ing all the more. 




way to live 
Christmas
 each 
and every day of the 
year  than to continually 
give  to those around you, to 
truly  live how He 
taught us, to 
show His love in 
all  the little 
ways  throughout the 
day. 
It's just human nature
 to sometimes con-
fuse the 
words  you say, but there's 
no confu-
sion when they see 
it put into practice. 
It's like that poem by 
Edgar A. Guest, 
which says: "I'd 
rather see a sermon, than 
to 
hear one any 
day.  I'd rather one would 
walk 
with me than merely 
tell
 the way. For most 
people to accept
 the truth, they 
not  only need 
to hear the sermon,
 but they need to see the 
sample




 the living sample of the 
message, the 
living proof 
that it works! 
This is the real 
meaning
 of Christmas. 
This is the reason for it all. 
This is the reason 
Jesus came down at 
Christmas in the first 
placeso  we could 
have life eternal,
 yes, but also to teach us to 
love, so we could turnaround
 and give that 
life to 
others.  
This is the real meaning of Christmas. 
This is the reason for it all. 
This is the reason Jesus
 came down at 
Christmas in the first placeso we could 
have life eternal, yes,
 but also to teach us to 
love, so we could turn around and give that 
life to others. 






 to an 
end. And 
it is now 
time to say
 
goodbye  to 
those  who you 
have 
spent









life in one way




I know I 
wrote something
 similar to 
this about
 a month  
ago,  but this time
 it 
is for real. 
This isn't another
 column about how 
the 
semester
 is winding down,
 or how 
finals are upon 
Ug and other crap 
like
 that. 
Rather  it is a tribute 
to those who will 
be moving on. 
Those who will be 
donning the cape and 
gown soon, 
flipping  the tassel 
and  marching 
off the stage with a 
big smile on their faces.
 
Seniors,  you know 
what  I'm talking 
about. 
But there are 
three in particular that 
have 
touched my life during
 the last 18 
months. 
Don, Emily and Christina. 
Each 
one of you has had impacted my 
life or my career. 
Don:
 I remember the first 
time I saw 
you in person, 
I was afraid. The evil grin 
that was on your face 
as you wrote that 
column 
about  interesting class sections
 
almost made 
want to turn around and 
walk the other way. But I guess
 that is 
normal for big 
guys  like us. People first 
see us and think we 
are jerks. They 
think we 
are  going to attack them or 
 
hurt them, which is not always
 the case. 
But I do remember the first time we 
had to work with 
each other.  
Ralph Nader was on campus and the 
editors assigned 
us
 both to cover it 
because you had the experience covering 
speeches and I  
well, was green  no 
pun intended. 
But even when 
we weren't covering 
events, you have been a good friend. 
When
 I seemed upset, you always asked 
me what was wrong. And you've always 
been  there to listen if I needed someone 
to talk to. 





 shared among friends and I 
am glad
 we have decided to keep it 
that
 way. 
As for your 
writing, I think you're a 
damn good at what you 
do,  now use your 
talent and get
 the hell away from the Spar-
tan Daily 
and get a job. You deserve one. 
By the way, I dig the shoes and 
thanks 
for the pies. 
Emily As often as we butt heads, 
you 
Quote 
for  the 
Daily:  
"There 
is no virtue 
in being 
uncritical; nor is 





 is only the 
burying  
beetle that 




dead, and, since 
the world 
lives  by creative
 and 
constructive  







 up in the 











Human Performance Department 
"Aerobicthon 2001," 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
in the Spar-
tan Complex C. Room 44. Admission is $4 at the 




Catholic  Campus Ministry 
Daily 
Mass,
 1210 p.m. at the Campus Ministry 
Chapel. For more information, call Sister Marcia at 
938-1610. 
Who% Who Among Students 
In American Uni-
versities and College Award 
Nominations for outstanding
 students to be 
selected in 2001-2002 are being 
accepted  through 
Friday, Dec. 14, A San 
Jose  State University grade 
point average of 3.2 is desirable, but not required. 
The forms are available in the Student Life Center. 
For more information, call Cori 




 Zeta Alpha 
Christmas at SJSU, 
10
 a.m. to 3 p.m in the 
Ball room of the
 Student Union. For more informa-
tion, call Martin Ayala at (831) 840-0621. 
Theater Arts
 Department 
'Silicon Mom,' 8 p.m. at the University Theatre 
in Hugh Gillis Hall. For 




Test your brainpower! 
Take the entrance tests for 
Menus (the High IQ Society), 1 p.m. in  the 
Red-
wood City 
Public  Library's small meeting room, 
located at 1044 Middlefield Rd, 
Redwood  City. The 
fee is $30.
 for more information or to reserve a 
seat, e-mail Ken 
Uhland  at uh)andkflejuno.com or 





Maas. 11 am. and 5 p.m. 
at
 the Campus Ministry 
Chapel. For more 
information, call 
Sister





Daily  meditation, 4 p.m. 
to 5:30 p.m. through 
Thursday at the 
Campus Ministry on 
10th Street. 
Come join us 
no matter what 
your meditation 
form. 
There is a power
 and comfort in 
community  medita-
tion. 
For  more information, 
call  Chaplain Roger at 
275-1346 or 
visit  the Web site sjspirit.org.
 
Hillel of Silicon
 Valley and 
EIJSU's 
Residence  Life 
Here comes Hanukkah 
Harry  Fun, food, dreidels, 
karaoke
 and a mysterious surprise, 8 
p.m in the 
SJSU Dining 
Commons
 For more information, call 
Gideon at 286-6669 ext. 13 ore -mail
 jcscilhillelav.org. 
No 
Holds  Barred 
The Bay Area's only 
wrestling talk show 
debuts, 







24-31) in Dade 
City,
 Fla. Pick up applications at 
the  Information Cen-
ter in the 
Student
 Union and drop off at the Mosaic or  
the City Year headquarters.





 Mass, 12:10 p.m. at the 
Campus Ministry 
Chapel. For more 








'Working with us- replay, 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 
p.m. in Building F. for more 
information.






Board of Directors 
meeting, 3 p.m. in the Coun-
cil Chamber of the Student
 Union. For more infor-
mation, call 
Akbar  Shetty at 
924-6254.  
Sparta Guide is provided 
,free  of charge to student,. 
faculty and
 staff members The 
deadline  for entries is 
loon,  three working 




 Entry fiPIIIII are available
 in the Spartan Daily 
Office  
in thvight
 Bentel Hall. Room 209 
Space restrictions may 
require editing of 







know we will always be friends. 
I actually think its 
kind of amusing 
how 
often we bicker. It is almost like
 we 
are siblings who can't 
agree  on anything. 
Hell, remember




It was almost 




It was Bush vs. Gore in the national 
polls, but in a  sense it was 
Emily  vs. Ben in 
the newsroom. WE were so into our beliefs 
that it was like we were 
our candidates. 
I also enjoyed spending the additional 
hours at the Daily watching the 
presiden-
tial race on CNN after all 
of
 the staffers 
returned from their assignments. It was 
classic. We all learned so much that night. 
But I always enjoyed the rivalry, it 
seemed to bring the best out of both of 
us. 
I'll always remember the heart-to-
heart talks we had about the Daily 
and  
other stuff It was fun. 
Congratulations on new job, I know 
you're going kick some ass down there in 
Monterey. 
By the way, Skinny Puppy is horrible 
and every time I see you I promise to 
turn up the AC/DC or Kid Rock because 
I know it annoys you. 
And Christina: Well, you made it 
You're 
finally
 out of here. I just wanted to 
thank you for not killing me during my 

















































second  week of that 
semester,  
I was 
going  to 











































when  you 
are gone,





 to Iceland 
so they 
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State  University 







mantles  of 
your
 houses,




office.  I wish 















have  no idea 
when












 on a different
 day as he 
tries to 
actually pass 
some classes, so 
that he too, 
can 











neltuhees 13th  ttlucteelbpomokyloglikieent 
get
an A in her school project. When she 
first told me her topic, I knew she had 
picked a controversial issue. After helping 
her, I was amazed at how slanted 
my 
childhood had been. 
Growing up surrounded by Latin 
women influenced every single aspect of 
my life consciously and unconsciously. In 
my household, there are five women and 
two men, talk about a matriarchy. Still, 
the men were always treated like kings, 
my brother and I got into the worst argu-
ments because my mom and grandma 
always did everything for him and he was 
six years older than me. 
When it was his turn to do the dishes, 
his benefactors 
would always do it for him. 
When it was my turn no one volunteered. 
Isabel Allende, a Chilean writer, was 
being interviewed today on the radio and 
she said that some of the worse enemies of 
feminism in South America were women. I 
agreed. Then she said that back in the 60s, 
high-class women in Chile 
where  the ones 
who mostly 
wanted  to maintain  the status 
quo because they were comfortable at 
home having money, education, political 
power through their 
husbands
 and a place 
in high societies. It was the poor women 
who worked and protested for a change 
because they basically had nothing to lose. 
Again, I think of my grandmother being 
poor, raising three kids as a single mother 
in the 40s in Latin America. Can you say 
discrimination to its fullest? Scary thought. 
But she pulled through and even
 
though it 
was men's oppression that had basically left 
her in that position she never stopped 
respecting men as higher beings. She was 
in the middle of a very religious society, who 
looked down on single mothers and illegiti-
mate children, and to this 
day she wakes up 
at five in the morning to pray out of 
her 60-
year -old prayer book that she got as a gift 
when she did her first communion. 
Going back to my friend's project, we 
were trying to count the number of times 
gender stereotypes were present in chil-
dren's picture books. In more than half of 
the books I looked at, there was the image 
of a mother attending her baby or her 
husband or doing some domestic activity. 
Men, on the other hand, were portrayed 
as being postal workers, doctors or truck-
ers. The men are always the heroes of the 
stories saving the girls and oh, how come 
women are the witches and evil stepmoth-
ers and the men are the noble widowers 
who remarry for the 
sake of their kids? 
There was only one book, which 
showed no signs of gender stereotypes, 
and it was about a little girl 
whose grand-
mother teaches her how to go against bul-
lies and 
feel good about herself 
How sad, I thought. Then I thought 
again. I am 24 years old, and in the course 
of my life I 
have
 met so many women that 
have inspired me and 
pushed  me forward 
in 
my
 life in different ways. When 
I was a 
teenager, I thought, 
"I
 am a tomboy and I 
love hanging out with 
boys because they 
WIll Ill \ 11 I 1(.1111 I 
are so much easier to talk to and blah, 
blah, blah." I still have a lot of very close 
guy friends, but having girlfriends helps a 
woman understand so much more of her 
own nature. 
When I saw the Annie Lebowitz
 exhib-
it  of her project on women I felt a connec-
tion among all the women in the pictures 
and myself. There is something that goes 
deeper than skin color, race or even social 
class. We are all survivors of a world 
designed for men. We all share a distinct 
shine in our eyes, which tells a story of 
endurance and strength. 
My generation is the result of a strong 
feminist movement who more than any-
thing promulgate women to 
want  to be 
like
 men. It was not about feeling good 
about our gender, but more about compet-
ing against the opposite
 sex.We are not 
equal, especially
 for anatomical 
reasons, 
and we 
probably never will. 
This
 does not 
mean that there was no 
change  in gender 
roles in the 
past  decades. We 
are  seeing 
the 








family  lives. 
Yet, 
there  is still more 
to change and 
more 
to strive for. I 
have  faith that 
women  
are  finding their
 voices every 
day and shar-
ing with the 
world what 





mean  ignoring 
their 
roots,  which is the
 fuel of our 
strength,  but 




semester  was 
so
















 go get 
"coffee"),  




 I could take
 the courage










 of my 
sister and
 my own 
stubbornness
 I 








 to be. 
As
 my last 
column, 
I 









































and  those 
days 
when  you 
can't find 
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She  was 
described
 at the 















 four Lia's at the sta-
tion, and I had to 
go down the 
line when I first heard, because I 
would have never 
guessed
 it 
would  have been her,"
 he said. 
"She was 
always so enthusiastic 
and







Ramadanoff  as an 
Urban DJ and 
had her 
first  broadcast
 last week. 
"Lia was very 
outgoing and 
was totally 





was one of the 
most  dedicated 
members
 at the station. She will 
be 
very much so 
missed."  
She was 




"I had already 
bought
 her pre-
sent, and we 
scheduled a party 
for her before
 everyone left for 
break," Fejer 
said.  
Corpos said that Ramadanoff 
knew her time 
was limited 
because of her disease, and 
because 
of
 her  transplant she 




be remembered as 
someone who put her heart into 








from  Page 1 
entire floor got along
 and we were 
really close. 










but most of all
 for doing these 
things
 at late hours 
of the night. 
"There
 were times when she 
would come into our room at 
4 a.m. and just 
want
 to talk," said 
Jerrod NcIlvain. "Or 
everyone 
would be asleep and Lia would be 
hanging out in 
the lobby." 
Some might say that she did-




"She was always exploring 
new adventures," Corpos said. 
"Like the radio station. This kind 
of situation just teaches you a life 
lesson; it teaches you
 to live life." 
She was known for staying up 
late, but she was also known for
 
stumbling 
out of her room late in 
the afternoon. 
"I would get back from class 
and she would be wearing this 
robe that was way 
too big for her, 
and walk to the 
bathroom to 
brush her teeth," Mehta said. 
. "She
 slept while we were 
in....Her
 favorite 
song was  
fejer said. 
Woman's  Worth' by 
Alicia Keys." 
Hei 
nocturnal  habit 
'Was
 not  ." 
The eighth' fltIor 'Nag decided'
 
the only
 way that she drew atten- 
decorate a wall in their
 hall lobby 
tion from the people on her
 hall, 
to remember Ramadanoff. 
"I remember the first day that 
I moved into Joe West, that's 
when Lia introduced herself to 
me," Mehta said. "She told me 
that she was named after 
Princess Leia from Star Wars." 
"She is one of the few people 
whose knowledge and 
love of Star 
Wars could rival
 mine," Corpos 
said.
 
Fejer explained how 
this was 
an example that depicted her 
mentality on life. 
"She could quote almost
 every 
line from every Star 
Wars  movie, 
but that was how it 
was  with 
everything that she loved," 
she 
said. "If she liked something, she 
would learn everything about it." 
Fejer
 said that there was not 
one person that Lia hated or dis-
liked. 
"Unless 
you  scarred her for 




of social concern as well. 
"She always wanted to get on 
the radio and tell how
 women 
aren't talked about  and 
expressed," said 











Iwashita,  a Zero 
fighter 
pilot  during World 
War II, 
says it was only 
on Sept. 11  six 
decades after the
 attack on Pearl 
Harbor 




must have felt back 
then. 
"I was very 

























Iwashita,  who 
flew
 against 










































































 as a bugler  
played  
taps 
at the close of a three-day 
seminar on war
 issues. 
Dozens of survivors will 
gath-




al, held each year 
at 7:50 a.m., 
the time the 
Dec.
 7, 1941, attack 
began.
 Later in the
 morning, 
about 3,000











tery of the Pacific. 
President
 Bush will mark 
the 
anniversary 
across  the country 
with a speech
 aboard an 
aircraft  
carrier in Norfolk, 
Va.  
The 








the United States 
into 
World  War II. 
On 
that day of infamy,
 Dou-
glas G. 
Phillips,  84, watched from
 
the 
USS  Ramsay on 
Dec.
 7 as the 
torpedoed
 USS Utah 
capsized 
and sank. 
"The whole world changed
 for 
us,"
 said Phillips, 








 New York 
and  Washing-
ton on Sept.
 11. And among 
this 
week's







 books . . . 
Ja)liong Aing Daily Stall 
James 
Joseph  thumbs through his textbook as he studies The last day of 
classes is on Dec. 12, with finals starting on 
for his final exam in psychology at Clark Library on Thursday. Dec. 
14.  
Mexican  consular IDs are 
officially recognized 
by




Hundreds  of Mexican 
nationals  
have been lining up around
 the 
block 
outside their consulate 
to
 
get identification cards after 
the  
city became the 
first in the nation 
to 
officially accept the consular 




 Board of 




Mayor Willie Brow is signed
 it 
Tuesday, prompting an 
immediate
 
and enthusiastic response among 
Mexican immigrants.
 Each day 
since, they've lined up by the hun-
dreds to get documented. 
The cards  
which have a 
photograph, 
legal address, birth-
Writl'§ign a ture --411/01911011)
 
immigrants
 with the 
federal or 
irate 
governments, but inside the 
city of San Francisco,
 they 






day (it infamy. 
Emergency  
workers  from 
New  
York, here as guests 
of the state 
and  
merchants,
 met Pearl 
Harbor  
survivors
 at a reception 
on Mon-
day. 
"To me, it was 
like a dream 
come true," 




lost six members 
at the World 
Trade  Center 
and whose 
father  
fought  in World 




anniversary  is 
probably  
the last that 
will  be attended by a 
large number 
of
 survivors, said 
Harry 






 Service in 
Washington.
 
"They  just took 
life  and they 











didn't  live 
their













 tied up 







 of the 
attack.  
"I 
cry,"  said 











and  I 
cried  from 
the time I 
got there 
to 



























































number of ways. 
The plan was sponsored by 
Supervisor Gerardo Sandoval, a 
former public defender who saw a 
need for some type of ID card for 
non -citizens. He said  police were 
picking up immigrants on minor 
offenses and sometimes holding 





also  reduces the has-
sle and expense of wiring money 
to family members in other coun-
tries. San 
Francisco -based Wells 
Fargo Bank accepts
 it, allowing 
non -citizens to 
set up bank 
accounts 
and distribute ATM 
cards to family 
members  who can 












who aren't complying with Immi- 









vice rules, agency spokeswoman
 
validity  authorities will 
give
 to it," 
Sharon
 Rummery said. 
said Lagos, who 
worked  for 
"All 
the  matricula consular 
does is identify 
you as a citizen of 
Mexico. That's all you 
can expect 
from it," she said.
 "If you're out of 
status  and you get that you're 
still out of status." 
Mexican
 consulates in 
the  U.S. 
have been issuing 
consular
 IDs for 
some 20 
years. Whether to 
recog-
nize 
these cards has 
been  a deci-
sion
 made locally by 
police  in 
cities  across the 
United  States. 
San 
Francisco is the first to 
make  
such recognition
 a matter of city 
law, said Consul
 General Georgina 
Lagos, 






l be left at the authorities'
 die -
"The consular ID 
does  not have
 
cretion,"
 said Lagos 
months to develop









Francisco  police. 
Other 
countries'  consulates 
in 
San
 Francisco have 
shown  inter-
est  in the cards, and Lagos 
said 
she's working with 
other  cities 
and counties in Northern
 Califor-
nia to expand the idea. 
"Before there 






and the police or 
sher-
iff's department. Now 













































































































































By Jeannie Sevilla 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
In a nation where 
our favorite 
sports involve some form of a ball, 
the game of badminton is a sport
 
that has long 
been  lost within 
America's favorite pastimes. 
"It's the second
 most popular 
game 
in the world next 
to
 soccer," 
said Nancy Lan, a graduate stu-
dent in sports 





"It's very popular in 
Europe, Canada and Asia." 
Lan, along with 
a small group 
of other San Jose State
 students 
have formed 
a club that meets 
every Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. at the
 Spartan Com-
plex. 
My Tran, president of the bad-
minton club and 
a junior in busi-
ness, 
said
 the team hosted a tour-
nament that attracted many 
players, two weeks ago. 
"Anyone can come and play 
and people signed up for 
different
 
levels," Lan said. "We had almost 
200 people from all over the Bay 
Area here." 
Tran said the club posted fliers 
everywhere 
on
 campus and at 
Asby's Sport, a badminton store 
in San Jose. 
"It's the only store in the  area, 
so all the high school
 and college 
players and competitive adults go 
there to buy supplies." 
Promoting the badminton
 club 
through fliers is also how Tran 
recruits 
members.  
"Through fliers, word of mouth 
and the badminton instructors on 
campus, we were able to spread 
the word about the club," Tran 
said. "Freshman who played bad-
minton in high school are
 also 
some of our members." 
Tran called badminton a life-
time 
sport  that is easier to learn 
than
 tennis. 
"Badminton is easy to start 
and even kids at age 7 can con-
tact their bird," Tran said. "Pro-
fessional players who compete in 
the Olympics train 
from
 as young 
as 5 years old." 
The bird that Tran mentioned 
is formally called a shuttlecock in 
badminton and 
is volleyed back 
and forth over the net with a rac-
quet. 
The badminton net stands 5
-
feet tall, and the 
court  is 40 -feet 





Tran, comes in 
plastic  or the tra-
ditional  shuttlecock 
with feathers 




birds  are a little 
over a dollar each 
but they last a 
while," Tran said. "But it can be 
hard to adjust sometimes because 
they both travel differently" 
Tran said that the 
feather 
birds are also messy because 
the 
feathers lay everywhere after a 
competition. Tran said the cost of 
the racquet is about $170. 
"It 
can  be a pretty expensive 
sport. Each bird costs about $2 
and each game lasts about a half 
hour," said Thuyen Nguyen, vice 
president of the badminton club 
and a junior in 
aerospace  engi-
neering. "Within that time, you 
use about six birds, so it's proba-
bly about 12 to 15 bucks a 
game." 
Tran 
said that the plastic birds 
are 
more affordable as opposed to 
the birds 













the  SJSU club has 
three women's 
singles  and three 
men's 




 and two teams 
for women's 
doubles,
 and 3 teams 
of mixed 
doubles  which 
consists  
of both men 
and women. 
"So there are 
13 games total 
and each 
game  is 15 points
 each. 
You have to win
 two out of three 
for you 
to win the 
match." 
Tran said 
that the players hit 
the bird back and 
forth  over the 
net  until someone 
misses
 or it 
goes outside 
of the court. 
"You can only get points if 
you're 
serving," Lan added, "Like 
in tennis, you can be 
serving and 
lose a point and the other team 
will get 15, 30 or 40 and win the 
game. But in 
badminton  you can't 
unless you're actually
 serving." 
Tran and Nguyen said that the 
badminton club 
competes  with 
other badminton clubs from
 other 
schools  such as UC Berkeley, 
which SJSU had a meet 
with in 
early November. 
Bao Nguyen, a junior in elec-
trical engineering, has played 
badminton for three years. Dur-
ing the meet with the UC Berke-
ley badminton club in November, 
Nguyen played and won in a 
men's singles match. 
"Most people think it's a boring 
game but it's actually fun and 
competitive," Nguyen said. "It's a 
much faster game than tennis 
because there is more running 





 King / 
Daily  Staff 
LI Feng Tan, a member of the San Jose State 
University  badminton 
dub, hits 
a shuttlecock
 in a game 
played during 
the  club's meeting on Friday. The badminton dub meets 
from
 11 
a.m.  to 
1 p.m. 
every  Friday. 
involved." 
Hung 
Thach,  a junior in elec-
trical engineering, has played for 
seven 
years  and likes to play dou-
bles. 
"I like badminton because it's 
fun and all 
my friends are in it," 
Thach said. "It's a pretty aggres-
sive sport
 and faster than tennis. 
It's the fastest racquet sport." 
Thach 
said he hopes to play in 
the nationals or the Olympics, 
but said that the United States
 is 
not the 
best representative in 
Badminton for the Olympic 
games. 
"We don't produce the best 
players because we don't have 
very 
many places to train and 
because it's not a very popular 
sport here," Thach said. 
Tran said that the best 
play-
ers,
 who compete on the National 
and Olympic levels, 
have trained 
since childhood and compete 
any-
where  between the ages of 15 and 
30. 
"There is a place in Orange 
County called 
the OCBC (Orange 
County
 Badminton Club) where
 
players aged 5 to 
20 practice 
eight hours a day," Tran said. 
"The best players come 
from 
Orange County
 which makes Cal-
ifornia a prime location 
for Bad-
minton." 
Tran  said Badminton is a 
sport that anyone of any 
age can 
play. 
"Badminton is a lifetime 
sport because the 
game  is divid-










By Marcus R. Fuller
 
DAILY SENIOR
















week, San Jose State 
Uni-
versity reached a low
 point when 
it lost to 
Division II Nebraska
-
Omaha  University 
at the Cyclone 
Challenge in 
Ames,  Iowa. 
Then
 the Spartans
 hit the 
highest peak 
of




victory  against Iowa 
State 
University  of 
the









 a 59-51 
loss 
to St. Mary's
 College in 
front 
of a crowd 
of
 1,041 














 behind by 
18
 points after






























 as good 
as anyone




























 in six 
games  than a 
year
 ago. Their






















Davis  on 










































































said  the 









 to bench 
with his fourth





played  great 
defense
 
 awl we're 
playing
 the ball really 







scorer  out of 
the
 game is 
definite-
ly going to help
 you." 
Calvert  nailed 
his  third three-
point goal 
of the game 
to give 
SJSU a 
30-27  lead to 
begin  the 
second  half. 
The  Spartans 
were  ahead by 
one 






 during a 
























 six -minute 
scoring drought.
 . 
St.  Mary's 
answered  again 
with 
a rally. After














pointer  from 
Ryan
 Nel-
son followed by 






 St. Mary's its
 largest lead 
of 
the  game, 
56-38,












 went over 
the  back of a 
Gaels 
player for a 
rebound a 
minute  later. 
Bim 




 to eight 
by
 combining 





















 to get his team
 to step 
up 
its  intensity 
in the second
 half. 
"It's tough  
on the road,
 but we 
knew 






 our last 
chance  to 




 so we 
had to 
take  
advantage of it." 
The Spartans




 of the 
Pacific
 in Stockton 
at
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Saint  Mary's 
College  during 
a basketball
 game at 
the  Event 
Cen-
ter.  The Spartans 
lost Wednesday's














can  play," 
Tran 


































and  open 
recreational  
sports, 
said that it 







 in to 
play.  
"It 
costs $2 for 
non -students 
and









If you are 21-30 
years  old, 
















Who's Who Among Students In 
American Universities & Colleges 
Great opportunity to recognize 
outstanding SJSU
 students 
  Eligibility   
Matriculated juniors and seniors with at least 24 units 
completed at SJSU or graduate students who have completed at 
least 12 units at SJSU, & meet the following criteria: 
 
Scholarship
 - San Jose 
State University 
overall 
G PA of 










 Service - A 





DEADLINE:  Friday, December
 14th, 2001 
Forms available in the 
Students  Life Center 
For 









 was a 

















Please  drop off entries 
at Spartan Daily 
Advertising
 Office, DBH 


























































































































































































 there ... 
...
 If not the
 New 
York  Mets, 
I'd say
 Bonds is back in 
San Fran-
cisco next season ... 
... 
As
 much as he may 
rub peo-
ple the wrong way
 sometimes, I'd 
like to 
see  Bonds finish his career 
as a Giant and 




... A big  one for the 49ers 
this 
weekend against the St. Louis 
Rams ... 
... As much as I like 
Terrell  
Owens and former Spartan Jeff 
Garcia, I don't know if they have 
enough firepower to hang with 
St. Louis ... 
... If they do, however, it will 
probably be an 
overtime  win ... 
... And I'm sure Owens will do 
something 
crazy ... 
... The Phoenix Suns traded 
Jason  Kidd to New Jersey for 
Stephon 
Marbury
 this summer 
after 
Kidd  was arrested on 






the  two met 
for 
the first time since the
 trade and 
Kidd beat up his 
old team. No 






 bus crashed 










the  game. 
No
 one was 
injured ... 
... In a related 
story: Allen 
Iverson isn't 
allowed  to play his 
rap album on the 
way  to games 
anymore
 ... 
... Michael Jordan 
got  his knee 
drained again,
 it was then 
inject-
ed 












 well in pre-
dictions this 















reason,  I still 
want  to 
keep making 




 the Duke 
basket-
ball team 
this year ... 
... Word from Notre Dame, 
Dave Baldwin
 is a finalist for the 
Fighting Irish football -coaching 
job ... 
... OK, I was kidding. But 
Baldwin, the former Spartan 








 for the University of 
Cincinnati  ...
 
...My suggestions for the 
Notre Dame job: Bob Knight, 
Rudy,
 Jim Mora ... 
... "So, Jim, I know you're hav-
ing a great season with 
the Indi-
anapolis Colts, but




 "I think they suck. Suck. 
They can't win 
diddly-poo." 
... A former Home Depot CEO 
wants to buy the Atlanta Falcons. 
Maybe he still 
knows how to 
build things ... 
... Raiders defensive tackle 
Darrell Russell 
tested  positive for 
the drug Ecstasy and could face a 
one-year  suspension for violating 
the NFU 
substance
 abuse policy ... 
... Makes you wonder who was 
taking care of 
Sebastian  
Janikowkski's stash, doesn't 
it? 
... Nebraska
 quarterback Eric 
Crouch
 may be a Heisman
 Tro-
phy finalist, but Fresno State's 
David Carr, who was 
snubbed  by 
Heisman 
voters,  will do 
more 
than hold a clipboard
 in the 
NFL ... 
... In NHL news
 ... oh, who 
cares 
... 
... David Wells is 
interested  in 
playing in Arizona.
 Well, that 
makes sense according to my 
David 
Wells  Theory ... 
...
 Since you 
asked,  my David 
Wells Theory: 
Wells  pitches great 
when 
he
 plays for a team that 
has  
restaurants in the 
outfield.
 
In Toronto, where 
he made a 
name
 for himself, the Skydome 
has a McDonalds in 
the outfield. 
In Chicago, where







Arizona plays, a 
T.G.I.  Friday's is 
















(AP)  Corn- 
money." 
missioner 
Bud Selig's plan 
to Rep. 
John
 Conyers Jr., 
D -
eliminate 




 met with skepticism 
and tion to repeal 
baseball's  79 -year-
hostile questions 
at a congres- old 
antitrust
 exemption as it 
sional hearing where 
he
 railed applies to franchise
 moves and 
against high player
 salaries, elimination, 
also  was skeptical of 
Selig repeatedly told 
the Selig's figures. 
House 
Judiciary  Committee "The 
summary
 information 
hearing Thursday that 
his  they have turned over to us is 
sport's financial problems
 were meaningless in the absence of 
caused by a "system that is badly
 learning details concerning 
flawed." 
related party transactions, 
He claimed baseball owners salaries and fees received by the 
sustained  a $232 million operat- owners and their families, and 
ing loss this year  $519 million the impact 
of stadium acquisi-
with 
interest  payments and tion loans by stadiums," he said. 
depreciation added in  and "In essence, what they have told 
placed the blame on salaries that us is, 'We lose money, but we 
have skyrocketed in the quarter- can't trust you with the 
details.'"
 
century of free agency and salary Still, it was the most detailed 
arbitration, 
release 
of baseball's financial 
Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventu- information since professional 
ra, also testifying before the corn- leagues began in 1871.
 Just four 
mittee and seated next to 
Selig,  teams  Toronto ($52.9 million), 
doubted the claims of large loss- Los Angeles 
($45.3  million), 
es. Montreal 
($38.5  million) and Ari-
"I have a 
hard  time believing zona ($32.2 
million)  accounted 
it, Mr. Selig, that 
they're  losing for more than half 
the  industry's 
that kind
 of money and still pay- losses.
 
ing the salaries they're paying," 
"Owners  struggle," Selig said. 
Ventura said. "That's asinine. 
"If they don't spend money, 
These people did not 
get  the they're called 'El Cheapo.' If they 
wealth that they have by being 





 blamed unfettered Ventura doubted
 the need for 
spending on players, citing the a new stadium for the Minnesota 
deal free -agent Barry Bonds is Twins, who along with the Mon -
likely to receive. 
tteal Expos 
are  the leading can -
"Mr. Bonds is going to get over Aidates for Alimination. Selig 
$100 million, no doubt:Mr. Jason claims the Twins need a new 
Giambi, they've said he'll go well ballpark to survive, but Min -
over $100 million," Ventura said. nesota lawmakers have failed to 













When Rep. Robert Wexler, D -
Fla., asked Selig





 more years, Selig 
responded, 
"We're  there now and 






say and was asked
 by committee 
chairman F. James 
Sensenbren-
ner if he 
was speechless. 
"With  all due respect, if fans 
are going to get 
those  kinds of 
nebulous 









the whole lot of us to 
support  the 
legislation 
so






Weiner of New 
York City took a swipe
 at the 
Milwaukee 










ment of the Brewers, because it's 
always a good
 weekend when the 
Brewers
 come to town," 
Weiner  
said. 
Sensenbrenner, a Republican 
from Wisconsin, drew laughs 
when defended the team by say-
ing: "Those words will be strick-
en from the record." 
The hearing was called after 
baseball owners voted Nov. 6 in 
favor of eliminating two teams, a 
plop stalled by Minnesota 
courts. The Senate said it will 
hold a similar hearing next year. 
Selig kept his focus on the 
money battle between owners 
and 
players.  and talks 
for
 a labor 
contract to 
replace  the one that 
expired
 Nov. 7. 
"The bottom line is 
the system 
needs to be fixed," he said. 
"Cincinnati is the prototype of 
why we need to change the sys-
tem. If baseball 
is to succeed, it 
needs to succeed in middle 
America. The fight is here, to be 
very candid with 
you,
 for the 
Cincinnatis of the world." 
In Texas, union head Donald 
Fehr said baseball has not pro-
vided enough 
information





 don't tell 




"To examine figures on a 
sophis-
ticated basis, 





"Do I think there is as doom 
and gloom as some on the 
other  
side would 




 said. "The num-
bers can't possibly
 even add up 
to 
support  those claims." 
During the three-hour hear-
ing,
 Selig promised Rep. Jeff 
Flake, R-Ariz., that the World 
Series champion Diamondbacks 
will stay in the National League 
next 
season.  
Steve Fehr, the brother of the 
union leader, testified that "on 
Sept. 19, the clubs' 
chief  negotia-
tor indicated to us contraction 
was 
highly
 unlikely for 
2002.", 
He later said those words 
came from Paul Beeston, base-
ball's chief operating officer. 
While many of Selig's top aides 






SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP)  
Masked
 pirates boarded sailing 
champion Peter Blake's yacht on 
the 
Amazon
 River, shooting and 
killing the two-time America's cup 
winner when he tried to resist. 
Blake, 53, was on a worldwide 
expedition 
to monitor global 
warming and pollution aboard his 
119 -foot yacht,
 said Alan Sefton, 








was in the 
mouth  of the Amazon 
on
 Wednesday night near Macapa, 
a city 1,600 
miles  north of Sao 
Paulo, when three or four 
assailants approached in a 
rubber
 
dinghy 'commonly used by river 
rats that ply the Amazon river in 
search of victims," said state
 police 
chief 
Rosilene  Martins de Sena. 
"Armed and hooded
 individuals 
came  over the rail and had the 
crew at 
gunpoint,"  Sefton said 




 appear that Peter 
was down below and 
heard what 
was going on and came charging 
Up" 























 had a 
goal 







saves  as 















also  scored 
for San 
Jose, 
which  is 4-0-1 





 ahead of 
Dallas for
 first place
 in the 
Pacific Division. 
Craig 
Conroy  scored 
for Cal-
gary,




With the Sharks leading 2-1, 
NHL
 leading scorer Jarome
 




 in the third. 
But after being set up neatly 
by 
Rob  Niedermayer, Iginla
 
fired a 15 -foot shot
 off the goal 
post. 
San Jose put the game away 
with 1:47
 left on Sundstrom's 
sixth goal of the season off 
a 
nifty set up from Mike Ricci. 
San Jose opened the 
scoring  
1:58 into the first period on the 
first
 shot of the game. Graves 
cruised in front of Calgary 
goalie Roman Turek, got his 
stick on a shot from Todd Har-
vey and the puck 
trickled  
through Turek's pads. 
The Sharks 
made  it 2-0 just 
over 
two  minutes 
later  when 
Nolan ripped a 
slap shot past
 
Turek  from the top
 of the faceoff 
circle for 














































































































































































time  in six 
games.  After 
scoring a 
career -






season and has 
just one assist 






























Two crew members were slight- in Brazil
 in October. Sefton said 
ly 
injured  but have been released they spent two months in the 
from the hospital. upper reaches of the
 Amazon and 
Federal prosecutor Manoel Pas- Rio Negro and had encountered 
tana told reporters the crew 
was nothing but "friendly, warm, hos-. 
preparing a barbecue on the yacht pitable people." 
when the gunmen appeared, "And as soon as the boat gets 
shouting "Money! Money!" 
back into so-called civilization, 
According to local media, the something tragic happens,' Sefton 
killers took a 
spare engine and told New Zealand's One News tel-
several watches from the Seamas- evision station. 
ter, which 
had been awaiting cus- New Zealand Prime Minister 
toms clearance to leave Brazil Helen 
Clark described Blake as "a 
after a two-month stay. national hero," and flags 
were at 
Blake and a crew of 10 arrived half-staff across the country. 
Beeston was 
noticeably  absent. 
Steve Fehr also said 
the union 
and management
 had 24 meet-
ings from March 
through  June, 
and the union gave owners
 a new 
revenue -sharing 
proposal June 
26. He said 
owners  never  
responded and broke
 off the 
informal  talks. 
Some  congressmen used the 
hearing to 
criticize  baseball for 
not making enough progress in 
increasing
 minorities hired by 
teams. 




ing tax laws that enable control-
ling owners to deduct
 50 percent 
of the purchase price over 
the  
first five years
 after they take 
control  a provision that 
"depreciates"  player 
contracts  
the SOME 
way farmers depreciate 
tractors. 




if the Twins were eliminat-




can go ahead 
with  this, 
but I submit 
there will be a very
 
heavy price," he said. 
Maxine Waters,






 who refused a 
request  from the 













Selig told her. 
"Mr. 
Selig,









Your Student Body Needs You! 




Pick up a candidate application packet in the A.S. 
House located in front of 
Duncan  Hall, rd floor. 
Applications will be available starting 
January
 23, 2002. 
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 Vega, a member of RBIS Erections, takes a 
break  from working on the north door to Duncan Hall 
on Thursday. 
WARMING:
 San Jose City Council 
passes resolution to help 
slow the process 
 
continued  from Page 1 
based environmental organiza-
tion that sponsored Wednesday's 
meeting. 
"The United States creates 
about 24 percent of all 
green-
house gases and yet we only com-
prise 3 percent of the world's
 pop-
ulation," said panelist Rod Din -
don, executive director of the 
Mineta transportation institute 
and chair of the National 
could displace many coastal
 corn- tions of greenhouse gas pollution 




and have negative emitted 
by passenger vehicles," 
bating global warming through 
effects on marine ecosystems
 as the bill will not put economic
 
sustainable transportation policy. 
well as the supply of 
fresh water, restraints on manufacturing 
Panelist Stephen
 Sclulej,kr, , 
Panelist Dr. Robert Gould was 





131resent to" represent - Physicians Mrmen,
 a Bluewater Network 











Stanford University, said, "We 
spoke about the  dire8t affects of 
- "'the bill alishs 614
 
-California 
have been using the 
atmosphere
 global warming on human Air Resources Board
 to imple-
as a free sewer over the past few 
health. ment the 
maximum  amount of 
decades ... We're back
 to plane- 
"We could see a re-emergence regulation which 
is
 economically 
tary gambling and what kind of 
of diseases such as 
yellow fever feasible," Lermen said. 
insurance  do you buy?" 
as 
well as a northward migration Lynne Trulio,
 chair of the envi-
Schneider said he has been 
of malaria -carrying 
mosquitos," ronmental studies department 
at 
studying  global warming for 30 
he said. 
San Jose State University, was 
years and added that though the 
"We have a lot of choice in the 
present at the meeting and said 
current 
presidential  administra- 
future scenarios (of the planet)," she offered 
her  students extra 
tion is skeptical about the reality 
Schneider said,  
credit for attending the event. 
of 
the issue, that the science 
"It will be difficult
 to complete- "It would be good 
for  our cam -
speaks 
for itself. 
ly reverse global warming, but is 
pus  to understand (the connec-
"The temperature climbed one 
possible to 
slow
 it down," Lynch tion between transportation)
 and 
degree in the 
past
 100 years," 
said. 
greenhouse gases
 since we are a 
said Russell
 Long, Bluewater 
Along with her colleagues at 
commuter campus," Trulio said. 
Network's executive director. 
Bluewater Network, Lynch
 said "Our level of greenhouse gases 
Though
 one degree may not 
she has 
been working diligently are one of our major 
impacts  on 
seem like much, Schneider said it 
to provide a solution towards the 
the world as Americans." 
is important to point out that the 
global warming 
dilemma, and on 
The regulations of A.B. 1058, if 
only difference between current 
Tuesday some 
of that work paid 
adopted, would be in effect on 
warming period and the last ice 
off when the San Jose City Coun- 
Jan. 1, 2005, according to the 
age is six degrees. 
cil passed a resolution supporting
 bill's requirements. 
"The only scientists that are 
California Assembly 
Bill 1058 "Ultimately, the goal of this is 
saying 
that global warming is not 
(A.B.
 1058). 
to get Congress involved," Long 
real are the ones paid by indus- 
The bill, if passed, 
would  regu- 
said. "Then other states can law -
try," 
Lynch  said, 
late greenhouse
 gas pollution by fully 
adopt the California Air 




Resources Board standards on 
warming include many repercus- 
sions from vehicles,  
global warming." 
sions, according to the informa-
tion presented by the
 panelists. 
"The Sierra snow pack holds 
40 percent of 
California's water 
resources," said Long. 
"We lose 500 feet of snowpack 
for each degree of warming,"
 said 




 climate change program. 
Other consequences discussed
 
include a rise in sea level, which 
"The research that we've 
done 
at the federal level indicates that 
about 40 percent of all of the 
greenhouse gases in the 
world 
are created by the internal com-
bustion unit (in 
vehicles)," Diri-
don said. 
By instructing the California 




imum, feasible, cost-effective, and 
technologically
 achievable reduc-
Ex-employee wounds six in factory shooting 
GOSHEN,
 Ind.
 (AP)  A man 
returned to the factory where he 
worked after a dispute and 
opened
 fire Thursday, killing a co-









ed-wood factory with an apparent-
ly




 under his body. 
"All
 I'm aware of is there was a 
dispute, and he 
left the property 
and came back,"
 Police Chief 
Terry
 Schollian said. 
The gunman 
had  apparently 
just 
been
 fired or was about
 to be 
fired 
from the Nu -Wood 
Decora-
tive  Millwork, 
police  said. 
Six people 
were  wounded, the 
chief 







 condition. Two 
were in fair 
condition,  and the 
others 




gunman  was 
identified  by 
the mayor 
as
 Robert Wissman. 
36, of Goshen. He lived about two 
miles from 
the plant. 
As many as 35 
were  inside the 
plant at the time 
of the shootings, 
but most escaped 
unharmed, 
Schollian said. Earlier, 
the  mayor 
and hospital administrators said 
they 




from inside the factory to 
advise
 
what route the SWAT team 




 Funderburk of nearby 
New 
Paris said she spoke briefly 
by cell phone with her 18 -year-
old son, who worked at the facto-
ry and escaped uninjured. 
"He saw the gunman 
coming 
and he had a big rifle," Funder-
burk saidi "He saw the gunman 
shooting people and he ran out 
the 
back
 door as fast as he could." 
The
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N 4th St  San Jose 
(408) 
292-1505 
about 100 miles 
east of Chicago. 
An elementary
 school kept its 
pupils  inside and Goshen College, 
a small school run by 
Mennon-




senior Alex Kobayashi is 
a field representative
 for Assem-
bymember Manny Diaz, and 
was  
at the meeting 
for reasons of per-
sonal interest. Though the assem-
bly isn't scheduled to reconvene 
until January to discuss the 
bill,  
Kobayashi
 said he strongly 
encourages the 
public  to write 
letters  to their assembly mem-
bers and to voice 
their  support or 
concerns about the bill. 
Kobayashi said when Diaz 
considers 
supporting
 a bill, one of 
the first things 
he
 asks is what 
the public thinks.
 




assembly  members 
know 
wbatt,be
 public thinks 
is through 
letter writing," he said. "I 
think 
it's a good
 bill and it's a good 
start." 
More information
 about A.B. 
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SILLS' S104: KART CRAMMING 
THE BUSINESS
 OF STRANGERS 
THEATERS AVAILABLE FOR 
RENTAL 
CALL 
DENNIS SKAGGS C (408)998-3022  .25! 
$ 
Students to perform 
stand-up
 
DAILY STAFF BEPOR I 
San Jose State University stu-
dent comedians will get an 
opportunity 
to showcase their 
stand-up 
comedy  and improvisa-




 who are from 
the Stand-up Comedy and 
Improv class, will be making  an 
appearance Saturday night at 
the University 
Theatre.  The show 
will act as their final exam. 
There  are 11 students slated 
to perform their stand-up acts. 
Journalism lecturer
 Dona 




developing a sitcom 
called' 
Silicon Mom' based on a 
premise that we have a different 
kind of life in Silicon 
Valley," 
Nichols said. "It is more of a 
lifestyle 
than
 a geographic loca-
tion." 
The idea of the class came true 
when the comedy class was going 
to be offered this fall. 
"I thought we needed 
a venue 
or 































































































































































that he agreed with some
 
of the points 
made  in Villarreal's 
lecture. 
"I thought 
it was very informa-
tive and! liked the 
point  he made 




 like Greek and 
Roman," Mendoza 
said.  "I think 
we 
should  learn about 
many
 dif-
ferent cultures but I 
think stu-
dents
 in school miss out on 
Mayan civilization." 
Melanie
 Chu, a student in the 
masters program for 
library
 and 

































can  visit 
the  
places

























 said. "If 
you  go 
to Tulum, try 
to
 stay at least two
 
days. 































4:30, 7:00, 9:30. Sat -Sun: 
2:00, 
4:30, 
7:00,  9:30. 
Mon-Thur:  




7:40,9:45. Sat: 3:15, 7:40. 9:45.
 
Sun: 3:15. 
7:40,  9:40. 
Mon-
Thur 











5:05,  7:30, 9:50.
 Sat -Sun: 
12:20,  2:40, 
5:05.
 7:30, 9:50. 
Mon-Thur: 5:05,



































































 2:00, 5:00, 
8:00.  
Mon-Thur:










City,  Fri: 
4:20, 6:50,








FOSTERS  FREEZE Sec Mc 
coupon on 
this page 
and  get two 






our combo deal. 




to tell the 
27,000 
Atridents, 
faculty  and 

























































































































































































































in his own 
terri-












porter died in an 
exchange  of fire. 
The Israeli army













order  to defend 
the safety 
of 
Israeli  citizens 
and
 soldiers." 





 - one a 
police 
dormitory, the
 other office 
space, 
including  that 
of




Rescue  workers 
used
 dogs to  
search
 the wreckage 
for anyone 
trapped. 










Palestinian  police are 
exerting maximum
 efforts to safe-
guard security,"





 his forces 
have 
arrested 180 
militants  since sui-
cide bombers 





























































day, three army tanks 
entered  
the 










































ordered  by 
Arafat.  
It came as a 






between Israel and the Palestinian 
territories, trying to stop 
more 
than a year of 
Palestinian -Israeli 
clashes and 
bring about a truce. 
Arafat faces
 pressure from the 
United States and continued 
strikes by Israel if he fails to stop 
militants who have carried out a 
wave of deadly attacks against 
Israelis.  
"Very few of the people arrest-
ed were important," Defense Min-




States  was also 
skeptical of 
Arafat's sweeps. 
"The president remains deeply 
concerned that 
Palestinian  jails 
... are still built
 with bars in 
front  
with revolving doors 
at the back," 
White 
House spokesman






 were sincere 
and  for their 
own good. 
"The Americans did not 
impose  
anything 




 chief ibril 
Rajoub. "We 
know 
exactly  what our 
interests 




 said Thursday 
that the 
United  States 
had
 given him a 
list  
of 33 militants,





He said his 
police were 











 it from interfering



















































Shimon  Peres. 
Violence 
lent urgency
 to the 





 killed 25 
in 
Israel  last 
weekend,



























 no claim for
 products 
or 
services  advertised below 
nor Is there
 any guarantee 
implied. The 
classified  
columns  of the Spartan Daily 
consist of paid advertising 
and 
offerings
 are not 





Great On -Campus Job! 
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED
 
Starting Spring Semester 2001. 
The Spartan Daily 
is looking for a 





 delivering the 
Spartan Daily to news stands on 
campus. Must have a valid Cal. 
Drivers License. Apply at the 
Spartan Daily, Dwight 
Bentel  Hall, 
Rm 203. Call Kathy It 924-3277. 





 top commissions 
and flexible hours. 
Perfect  for 
money hungry college students 
who want to make 
big cash in 
little 
time. Retail exp required. 
Interviewing now! Contact 
408-286-5090 
EXP
 TUTORS NEEDED NOW 
for all grades and subjects. 
Prefer
 strong 
English  & Math. 
Mon. thru Fri. 3pm 
to 8pm. 
Paying $1000. cash 
monthly. 
Call Ms. Sconi, 
408-225-5247,  
FOOD SERVICE, Espresso Bar, 
Host, PT avail. Lunch or dinners. 
Busy restaurant in S'vale. $10.00-
$10.25 to start. Call Wendy @ 
733-9331 or 733-9446. 
ACCOUNTING STUDENT 
needed
 to review tax returns
 at 
local  tax firm. No exp needed. 
Pay $10/hour or 
$10+ DOE. 
Fax resume 408-879-9184. 
GROOMER'S ASST./KENNEL 
help needed for 
small  exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT, 
Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, honest, 
able  
to do physical 
work.  Prefer exp 
working w/dogs, 
but will train. 
Great 
oppty  for dog lover. 
Can 









 $10/hour. Cover 
letter and resume

















openings,  full or 
part 
time. 














































to work w/ 
children w/ autism.
 Competitive 
pay. Flex hours. Psy, 
Ed,  OT. Sp 
Ed. 
Child  Day & related 
fields. 
Anjlee  408-945-2336.
 mention ad 
$ HOLIDAY

















 PT afternoons now, 
maybe FT 
in Summer. Some 
biz dev 






































































































CATERING - Want to 
work
 at 
some of the most fun & exciting 
parties in the Bay Area? 
Catered 
Too 
is now hiring friendly 
and 
professional
 individuals to join 
our catering team. Earn money 
& have fun at the  same time. 
Starting pay
 varies with experi-
ence.
 Flexible hours. Please
 
contact  Alia at 295-6819. 

















 Some conditions apply
 
 Start at 17.25 BASE - 
appt. 
 Earn 
$85  - $500 per week 
 
Gain












 Endorsed by National 
Academic Advisory 
Board 




 SERVICE SALES 
Immediate positions available in 
busy year-round Swim school. 
AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday
 
positions available. Must have 
strong computer skills and 
excellent 
telephone  personality. 
Complimentary athletic mem-
bership included.
 Apply at AVAC 
Swim 











a non-profit agency which otters 
a variety of quality services for 
adults who have developmental 












have  own 
transportation. Roommate:
 
Free rent in exchange 
for  5 




(408)  282-0415. 
 Instructor: Implement day 
activity
 program in team 
environment,
 assist  clients in 
job
 training. FT. $1785/month 
& excellent benefits. 
1:1 Aide: 
Supervise clients 
with  special 




 M -F. 
$10/hr.
 Substitute: Day activity 
program. PT. $10/hour.
 
Call  CATHY (408) 282-0459. 
 Job Coach:
 Provide job 
training for clients at work site 
in community.
 Clean DMV, CA 
drivers'
 lic., own transportation. 
$1995/mo
 & excellent benefits. 
Call: Valerie (408) 748-2890. 




CALL CENTER ASST MANAGER 
& TRAINER needed immediately. 
Must be self -motivated 
and 
energetic! 
Comp  knowledge a +. 
Fax
 resume to 408-494-0209 
$GET PAID For Your Opinionsl$ 
Earn $15-$125 & more per survey! 
www.money4opinions.corn  
$35-$85/HR1 Wear costume et 
events 4 kids, Sew + SF. FUN! Must 






Internet  People 
wanted to work online, PT/FT. 




EARN $18-$25/HR & have 
fun 
doing it! The 








teach SAT preparation 















Valley since 1983 


















seeks part time starlf person. 
Submit resume to St. 
Paul's 
United Methodist Church at 405 
S 
Tenth  St San Jose, CA 95112. 
Information call 
408-294-4564. 
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! 
Local valet company in search 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals to work at nearby 
malls, hotels & private events. 
FT/PT available.
 
Wit will work 
around your busy school 
schedule. Must have clean 
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good 
money. Call 867-7275. 
BICYCLE MESSENGERS 
Looking for your riot so traditional 
bike messengers.  You don't 
need experience we'll train you. 






to appy for this fun, 
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in 
person at Inner City Express 
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
Cross street is N. First. 
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Located in San Jose, we are a 
growing community based 
nonprofit established in 1973. 
As a multi service agency, our 




 health services, senior 
services, youth services, 
a primary care health 
clinic
 
and a domestic violence 
prevention/education program.  
We 
are  hiring for the 
following
 





 direct mental health 
rehabilitiation






behavioral sciences or related 









BA/BS is behavioral sciences 






counseling  and 
guidance
 at emergency 
shelter
 for battered women. 
Requirements:
 BA/BS in 
behavioral  sciences or 
equivalent experience. 
Volunteers
 Always Needed! 
Send resumes to: 
AACI 
Human  Resources 




Fax: (408) 975-2745 












- Good Pay, 
Fun 
Job. Work when 
you  want. 
Car
 & training provided. 
Must
 be 




Businessmen,  please call 








CHILD  CARE/NANNY 
PT & FT 
Established Los 
Gatos  agency 
seeks warm, caring 
students 





only the best jobs! 
Hours flexible 
around  school 
from












2-3 full days  per
 week: 






South Bay, Perkisula, & 
East Bay. 
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!! 
Call Town













 2-12 year olds. Must 
enjoy leading















kdxpark@kidspark.com or FAX 
resume  to 408-260-7366, or 
call  






 nec. Will train.
 
Flexible hours. 











SCHOOLS team as a 
Substitute 
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy
 the 
flexibility  you need. Small World 
Schools 
is
 looking for students 
wanting  to work with children
 in 
our before and after school care 
programs. As a substitute you 
can choose which days you're 
available 
for work. The only 
requirement 
is your desire 
to work with children
 ages 
5 through






 today for an 











 Work with 
children  in 
the Los Gatos
 - Saratoga area. 
Contact




HEAD LIFEGUARD FT with 
benefits. 
Supervise  year round 
aquatic staff, in large facility. 
Duties include, but are not limited 
to supervision,




Resumes open until position filled. 
Previous
 lifeguard experience a 
must.
 Applicant must be over 21. 
Send resumes to: Central YMCA 
1717 The 
Alameda,
 San Jose, CA 





swim  program in our 
state-of-the-art indoor facility. 
Experience a plus or we will 
train you. AM / 
PM / Weekday/ 
Saturday positions available. 
Complimentary athletic mem-
bership included. Apply at AVAC 
Swim School 5400 Camden 
Ave. Si 95124. 
408-445-4917  
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! 
RECREATION LEADER, City of 
San Jose, $12.05
 hr. starting. 
Rewarding job for 
someote  who 
enjoys 
working  with youth. Here's 
your opportunity 
to make a differ-
ence in 





& problem solving skills to 
implement exciting
 after school 
programs. 
Hours:  M -F afternoons 
and Sat. 
mornings.  Candidates 
must have a high school diploma 
or equiv. & pass a background 
check 
before  starting their work 
assignment.
 For more informa-
tion
 contact the Hiring Unit @ 






























 classes! Palo Alto 
Community 
Child  Care, voted 
Test Child 
Care  in Palo Alto" 
operates 
18 programs in Palo 
Alto. 
Accredited  Programs. 
PT or FT, or 
create  your own 
schedule of 
hours  and days as a 
Substitute at our 18 centers.
 
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in 
relat-
ed field




depending on exp plus full 
benefits 
at 20 hours/week: 
Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro., 
Dental, Vision, Ins. (employer -
paid)  11 Holidays  10 days of 
Vac; 
15 days 3rd 
& 4th yrs; 20 
days 
at 5+yrs.  12 days Sick  
Tuition Reimb.  
Retirement  Plan  
Monthly Staff 
Training  Special 
Rate for Employee Child Care. 
Call (650) 
493-2361  for appli-
cation information or fax resume 
to (650) 493-0936.





 & Regular Class, 
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sc'. 
Dist,  Call 867-3424 x504 
for  info 
& application. Immediate Need. 




TOP PAY -Immediate temp/perm 
positions PT & FT as Teachers  
at ECE & After School
 Programs 
(408) 287-3222 
ACTION DAY NURSERIES 
/ 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, 
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides. F/T & Pa positions 
available. Substitute positions 
are also available that offer
 
flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for 
Teacher  positions 
but not req. for Aide 
positions.  
Excellent 
opportunity  for Child 
Development  majors. Please 
call Cathy for an interview at 





Instructors  Elem. 
Schools 
Degree/Credential  NOT 
Required.
 














working with kids? Join 
the team at 
Small  World 
Schools, get great experience 
WORKING WITH CHILDREN 
AGES
 5-12 
years in our before
 
and after school rec. 
programs.
 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
otters 
competitve pay, health 
benefits for 30 + hrs,
 excellent 
training, and a fun work 
environ-
ment. We can often offer flexible 
hours around your school 
schedule. This is a 
great  job 
for both men 
and women. 
Call 
408-283-9200,  ext. 10 or 
fax resume 
to 408-283-9201. 
Part-time employees needed 
with or without units in ECE, 
art,  
recreation,
 music, dance, phys ed, 
human services, social 
welfare,  
nursing, 
psychology,  sociology 
home 







Thinking about a 
career working 
with children or teens? 
The 
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley
 is 
hiring Center Directors, Asst. 
Directors, Teachers





Cupertino,  Santa 
Clara,  Los Gatos, Saratoga, 
Campbell, Evergreen, 
Milpitas,  
Berryessa, Morgan Hill, 
Gilroy & 
Boulder Creek. Full & 
Part-time 
positions available - 
flexible 
hours 












For more information & locations: 
Visit










 / BEAUTY 




to 30 lbs. 
in the next 30 days. Natural. 



























No Driver Refused 
Call for 









CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL  RATES 







 ad here. Line is 
30 spaces, including













3 -line minimum 
One 
Two Three Four Five 
Day Days Days Days Days 
3 lines
 $5 $7 $9 $11 $13 
Rate increases $2 for each additional line 
per ad. 
Rate increases $2 
for each additional day 
FREQUENCY 
DISCOUNTS'  
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10%
 off. 
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off. 
50  consecutive issues- receive 25% off. 
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
 
and SJSU students, staff a faculty. 
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces 
Additional words may be 











Send check or money order








 Classified desk 
is located in Dwight 
Bente!  Hall, Room 209 
 Deadline 
10-00 a.m two 
weekdays before
 publication. 
 All ads 
are  prepaid  No 





dates  only 
MI 
QUESTIONS?  CALL















_Real  Estate 

































 party ads on:/,










 209 from 10am to 3pm 
STUDENT ID 
REQUIRED  










HOUSING  SHARED HOUSING 
LARGE 2 BDRM / 1 BATH APT 
2 blocks from SJSU $1175/mo 
Newly Remodeled. 
Parking. 
Laundry Water & trash 
paid 
408-378-1409 
CHARMING DUPLEX 1BRABA 




 incl. $980. 
131W. William St. 
408-836-7961.  
FURNISHED STUDIOS 
$725/mo. & up. All utilities pad. 
Fitness 
center. Internet access. 
408-573-1112.
 




 1 parking. Yard. 
Hardwood  floors. 
551-553 So 6th. 
$1000 & up. Peter 408-746-1900 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 
BDRM
 APTS. 
Live in luxury & walk to school! 
We otter a pool, spa, sauna,
 full 








Stop by today for a 
tour.  
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 






rewriting, help with writing and 
organizing. Tutoring in 
English,  
literature, writing, reading, 
& 




New Smile Choice 
Dental Plan 
(includes 
cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. Save 30% - 60%. For  info 





FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 
to share 5 bedroom house One 





SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
 3 
Female  and 1 Male Spaces 
Now Available 
 Fun & Friendly environment 
 5 minute 
walk
 to campus 
 
Well-equipped  kitchen 
 Computer
 and Study rooms 
 2 pianos 







American  and 
International
 




 360 S. 11th St. between 
San Salvador
 & San Carlos. 
ROOM AVAIL In 
nice Victorian 
7br/2ba 
house  in derntri Si, 2 blk 
from 
SJSU.  $435/mo 836-7961. 
LARGE 












& WAD. Female 




2 ROOMS W/ 
SHARED  BA/RN 
fit $600 ea. incl. 
utils.
 & use of 
shared 
home,  10 min to SJSU, 
near 










 Term Papers, 
Group 
Projects,  etc. 
All formats, 
including  APA. 
Experienced Dependable. 















15 Milking time 
16 Possess 









21 CFt's - Cup 
23 
Ridicule  
24 Walking sticks 
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